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2019 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 
ANNUAL LEGAL REVIEW 

 

To Our Clients and Friends:  

In 2019, companies and regulators faced unprecedented challenges as they navigated a rapidly evolving 
set of issues and policy proposals on the regulation of Artificial Intelligence and Automated Systems 
(“AI”).  Lawmakers grappled with the difficult questions of how and when to regulate AI and sketched 
out new legal frameworks, bringing into sharper relief the overarching legal issues that are poised to 
become the subject of protracted debate over the coming year. The policy debate in 2019 was especially 
characterized by the gulf between sprawling treatises setting out general ethical principles designed to 
control and mitigate the risks of AI—including theoretical applications of “general” AI[1]—on the one 
hand, and calls for targeted restrictions on the specific use of certain “narrow” domain-specific AI 
products and applications on the other. 

In the United States, while federal policy remains “light-touch,” lawmakers responded to increasing 
public concern over the perceived dangers of unfettered technological development by proposing a 
number of high profile draft bills addressing the role of AI and how it should be governed, the real impact 
of which is yet to be felt across the private sector. U.S. state and local governments pressed forward with 
concrete legislative proposals regulating the use of AI. Finally, 2019 saw a growing international 
consensus that AI technology should be subject to certain technical standards and potentially even 
certification procedures in the same way other technical systems require certification before deployment. 

This inaugural Artificial Intelligence and Automated Systems Annual Legal Review places these, and 
other, 2019 developments in broader context, focusing on developments within the United States. We 
also touch, albeit non-exhaustively, on developments within the EU that are of relevance to domestic 
and international companies alike. The AI policy landscape is vast and fast-evolving—we do not attempt 
to address every development that occurred in 2019, but examine a number of the most significant 
developments affecting companies as they navigate the evolving AI landscape. 
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I.  GLOBAL POLICY DEVELOPMENTS 

The past year saw a number of ambitious projects and guidelines from governments and other 
intergovernmental bodies around the world aiming to identify shared norms and values—described by 
one such initiative as “holistic definitions of societal prosperity […] versus […] one-dimensional goals 
of increased productivity or gross domestic product”[2]—in an attempt to reach a global consensus on 
how to define and then instill an ethical approach into AI development and governance.[3] While these 
recommendations are non-binding and advisory in nature, their potential impact on national policy-
making and, ultimately, concrete regulations, should not be underestimated. We offer a brief overview 
of several of these policy initiatives in order to place legislative, regulatory and policy approaches 
proposed and enacted by governments and other domestic regulatory bodies in a broader global context. 

A.  OECD Recommendations on AI 

On May 21, 2019, the 36 member countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (“OECD”), along with Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Peru and Romania, 
adopted a set of recommendations on AI referred to as “Principles of Artificial Intelligence” 
(“Principles”).[4] The Principles were drafted by a group of experts comprising experts from different 
OECD members, disciplines and sectors.[5] Intended to represent the first intergovernmental standard 
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for AI policies, they promote five strategies for developing national policy and international cooperation, 
treading the line between promoting economic improvement and innovation and fostering fundamental 
values and trust in the development of AI: inclusive growth, sustainable development and well-being; 
human-centered values and fairness; transparency and explainability; robustness, security and safety; 
and accountability. The Principles are broadly stated and not legally binding, but instead seek to 
encourage member countries to incorporate these values or ethics in the development of AI.[6] 

B.  Global Partnership on AI 

In May 2019, Canada and France announced plans for a new international body (“Global Partnership on 
AI”) for the G7 countries to study and steer the effects of artificial intelligence on the world’s people 
and economies by creating best practices, modeled on the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change.[7] Although the principles espoused by the Global Partnership would not be legally binding on 
other governments or private companies, the White House has raised concerns that the approach is too 
restrictive and duplicates work already being done by the OECD, and has so far declined to 
participate.[8] 

C.  Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems 

In 2019, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”) launched the “Global Initiative 
on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems” in order to “establish societal and policy guidelines 
in order for such systems to remain human-centric, serving humanity’s values and ethical principles.”[9] 
In an extensive report addressing ethical considerations in the design of AI systems, IEEE applied 
classical ethics and human rights methodologies to considerations of algorithmic design and articulated 
eight high-level ethical principles that apply to all types of AI products, regardless of whether they are 
physical robots or software systems, and that “define imperatives for the design, development, 
deployment, adoption, and decommissioning of [AI].”[10] The eight principles are: human rights, human 
well-being, data agency and control, effectiveness and fitness for purpose, transparency, accountability, 
awareness of misuse, and operational competence.[11] 

D.  UN Considers Ban on Lethal Autonomous Weapons 

In March 2019, the United Nations (“UN”) Secretary-General António Guterres urged restriction on the 
development of lethal autonomous weapons systems (“LAWs”), arguing that machines with the power 
and discretion to take lives without human involvement are politically unacceptable, morally repugnant 
and should be prohibited by international law.[12] Subsequently, Japan pledged that it will not develop 
fully automated weapons systems.[13]  A group of member states—including the UK, United States, 
Russia, Israel and Australia—are reportedly opposed to a preemptive ban in the absence of any 
international agreement on the characteristics of autonomous weapons, stalling any progress towards a 
common approach for the time being.[14] 
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II.  U.S. NATIONAL POLICY & KEY LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS 

A.  U.S. National Policy on AI Takes Shape 

By early 2019, despite its position at the forefront of commercial AI innovation, the United States still 
lacked an overall federal AI strategy and policy.[15] Under increasing pressure from the U.S. technology 
industry and policy organizations to present a substantive federal AI strategy on AI, over the past 12 
months the Trump administration took public actions to prioritize AI and automated systems.  Most 
notably, these pronouncements include President Trump’s “Maintaining American Leadership in 
Artificial Intelligence” Executive Order[16] and the subsequently issued guidance to federal regulatory 
agencies.[17] U.S. federal, state and local government agencies also began to show a willingness to take 
concrete positions on regulation, resulting in a variety of policy approaches – many of which eschew 
informal guidance and voluntary standards and favor outright technology bans. For the most part, the 
trend in favor of more individual and nuanced assessments of how best to regulate AI systems specific 
to their end uses by regulators in the United States has been welcome. Although there is an inherent risk 
that reactionary legislative responses will result in a disharmonious, fragmented national regulatory 
framework, such developments will yield important insights into what it means to govern and regulate 
AI over the coming year. 

1.  Executive Order “Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence” 

On February 11, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order (“EO”) titled “Maintaining American 
Leadership in Artificial Intelligence.”[18]  The purpose of the EO was to spur the development and 
regulation of artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning and fortify the United States’ 
global position by directing federal agencies to prioritize investments in AI,[19] interpreted by many 
observers to be a response to China’s efforts to claim a leadership position in AI research and 
development.[20] 

The EO, which was titled ‘Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence,’ outlined five 
key areas: research and development,[21] ‘unleashing’ AI resources,[22] establishing AI governance 
standards, building an AI workforce,[23] and international collaboration and protection.[24] The AI 
Initiative is coordinated through the National Science and Technology Council Select Committee on 
Artificial Intelligence (“NSTC Select Committee”). 

While the EO favors broad principles in line with the administration’s “light-touch” approach to private 
sector regulation, AI developers will need to pay close attention to the executive branch’s response to 
standards setting.  Aiming to foster public trust in AI by using federal agencies to develop and maintain 
approaches for safe and trustworthy creation and adoption of new AI technologies (for example, the EO 
calls on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”) to lead the development of 
appropriate technical standards).[25] 

In response, in July 2019 NIST sought public comment on a draft plan for federal government 
engagement in advancing AI standards for U.S. economic and national security needs (“U.S. Leadership 
in AI: Plan for Federal Engagement in Developing Technical Standards and Related Tools”).[26]  The 
plan recommends four actions: bolster AI standards-related knowledge, leadership and coordination 
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among federal agencies; promote focused research on the “trustworthiness” of AI; support and expand 
public-private partnerships; and engage with international parties. 

The full impact of the AI Initiative is not yet known: while it sets some specific deadlines for formalizing 
plans by agencies under the direction of the Select Committee, the EO is not self-executing and is 
generally thin on details. Therefore, the long-term impact will be in the actions recommended and taken 
as a result of those consultations and reports, not the EO itself.[27] Moreover, although the AI Initiative 
is designed to dedicate resources and funnel investments into AI research, the EO does not set aside 
specific financial resources or provide details on how available resources will be structured. 

In March 2019, the White House launched ai.gov as a platform to share AI initiatives from the Trump 
administration and federal agencies.[28]  These initiatives track along the key points of the AI EO, and 
ai.gov is intended to function as an ongoing press release, highlighting a number of federal government 
efforts under the Trump administration (and some launched during the Obama administration): the White 
House’s charting of the NSTC Select Committee on AI, the Department of Energy’s efforts to develop 
supercomputers, the Department of Transportation’s efforts to integrate automated driving systems, and 
the Food and Drug Administration’s efforts to assess AI implementation in medical research.[29] 

2.  The GrAITR Act (H.R. 2202) 

The Growing Artificial Intelligence Through Research (GrAITR) Act was introduced in April 2019 to 
establish a coordinated federal initiative aimed at accelerating AI research and development for US 
economic and national security and closing the existing funding gap.[30] The Act would create a 
strategic plan to invest $1.6 billion over 10 years in research, development and application of AI across 
the private sector, academia and government agencies, including NIST, and the National Science 
Foundation and the Department of Energy – aimed at helping the United States catch up to other 
countries, including the United Kingdom, who are “already cultivating workforces to create and use AI-
enabled devices.”  The bill has been referred to the House Committee on Science, Space, and 
Technology.[31] 

3.  Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act (S. 1558) 

In May 2019, U.S. Senators Rob Portman (R-OH), Martin Heinrich (D-NM), and Brian Schatz (D-HI) 
proposed a companion bill to GrAITR, the Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act, which would attempt to 
create a national, overarching strategy ‘tailored to the US political economy’, for developing AI with a 
$2.2 billion federal investment over the next five years.[32] The Act would task branches of the federal 
government to use AI where possible in operation of its systems. Specifically, it includes the 
establishment of a national office to coordinate AI efforts across the federal system (National AI 
Coordination Office), requests that NIST establish ethical standards and identify metrics used to establish 
standards for evaluating AI algorithms and their effectiveness, as well as the quality of training data sets, 
and proposes that the National Science Foundation set educational goals for AI and STEM learning.[33] 
Moreover, the bill requires the Department of Energy to create an AI research program, building state-
of-the-art computing facilities that will be made available to private sector users on a cost-recovery 
basis.[34] The draft legislation complements the formation of the bipartisan Senate AI Caucus in March 
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2019 to address transformative technology with implications spanning a number of fields including 
transportation, healthcare, agriculture, manufacturing and national security. 

4.  AI in Government Act (H.R. 2575/S. 3502) 

House Bill 2575 and its corresponding bipartisan Senate Bill 3502 (the “AI in Government Act”)—
which would task federal agencies with exploring the implementation of AI in their functions and 
establishing an “AI Center of Excellence,”—were first introduced in September 2018, and reintroduced 
in May 2019.[35] The center would be directed to “study economic, policy, legal, and ethical challenges 
and implications related to the use of artificial intelligence by the Federal Government” and “establish 
best practices for identifying, assessing, and mitigating any bias on the basis of any classification 
protected under Federal non-discrimination laws or other negative unintended consequence stemming 
from the use of artificial intelligence systems.” 

One of the sponsors of the bill, Senator Brian Schatz (D-HI), stated that “[o]ur bill will bring agencies, 
industry, and others to the table to discuss government adoption of artificial intelligence and emerging 
technologies. We need a better understanding of the opportunities and challenges these technologies 
present for federal government use and this legislation would put us on the path to achieve that 
goal.”[36] Although the bill is aimed at improving the implementation of AI by the federal government, 
there are likely to be opportunities for industry stakeholders to participate in discussions surrounding 
best practices.[37] 

5.  OMB Guidance for Federal Regulatory Agencies 

The EO directed the Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) director, in coordination with the 
directors of the Office of Science and Technology Police, Domestic Policy Council, and National 
Economic Council, and in consultation with other relevant agencies and key stakeholders (as determined 
by OMB), to issue a memorandum to the heads of all agencies to “inform the development of regulatory 
and non regulatory approaches” to AI that “advance American innovation while upholding civil liberties, 
privacy, and American values” and consider ways to reduce barriers to the use of AI technologies in 
order to promote their innovative application. The White House Office of Science and Technology 
Policy further indicated in April 2019 that regulatory authority will be left to agencies to adjust to their 
sectors, but with high-level guidance from the OMB, as directed by the EO.[38]  

In January 2020, the OMB published a draft memorandum featuring 10 “AI Principles” and outlining its 
proposed approach to regulatory guidance for the private sector which echoes the “light-touch” 
regulatory approach espoused by the 2019 EO, noting that promoting innovation and growth of AI is a 
“high priority” and that “fostering innovation and growth through forbearing from new regulations may 
be appropriate.”[39] The guidance directs federal agencies to “avoid regulatory or non-regulatory actions 
that needlessly hamper AI innovation and growth” and notes that in certain circumstances it may be 
appropriate to preempt “inconsistent, burdensome and duplicative State laws,” although it also cautions 
that agencies should consider forgoing regulatory action where a “uniform national standard for a 
specific aspect related to AI is not essential.”[40] As expected, the principles favor flexible regulatory 
frameworks that allow for rapid change and updates across sectors, rather than one-size-fits-all 
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regulations, and urge European lawmakers to avoid heavy regulation frameworks. The guidance 
encourages federal agencies to provide opportunities for public comment in AI rulemaking. 

The principles also address some of the concerns raised by commentators with regard to ethics and 
particularly unwanted bias, urging lawmakers to consider whether the technology will “introduce real-
world bias that produces discriminatory outcomes” and advising agencies to pursue transparency by 
disclosing the use of AI technology and making sure that outcomes are sufficiently transparent to ensure 
that the algorithms comply with existing laws.  

6.  National Security and Military Use 

In the last few years, the US federal government has been very active in coordinating cross-agency 
leadership and planning for bolstering continued research and development of artificial intelligence 
technologies for use by the government itself. Along these lines, a principle focus for a number of key 
legislative and executive actions was the growth and development of such technologies for national 
security and military uses. 

As a result of the passing of the John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for 2019 (the 2019 
NDAA),[41] the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence was established to study 
current advancements in artificial intelligence and machine learning, and their potential application to 
national security and military uses. In addition, in response to the 2019 NDAA, the Department of 
Defense (“DoD”) created the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (“JAIC”) as a vehicle for developing 
and executing an overall AI strategy, and named its director to oversee the coordination of this strategy 
for the military.[42] While these actions clearly indicate an interest in ensuring that advanced 
technologies like AI also benefit the US military and intelligence communities, the limited availability 
of funding from Congress may hinder the ability of these newly formed entities to fully accomplish their 
stated goals. 

The JAIC is becoming the key focal point for the DoD in executing its overall AI strategy. As set out in 
a February 2019 summary of AI strategy provided by the DoD,[43] the JAIC will work with the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (“DARPA”),[44] various DoD laboratories, and other entities 
within the DoD to not only identify and deliver AI-enabled capabilities for national defense, but also to 
establish ethical guidelines for the development and use of AI by the military.[45] However, JAIC’s 
efforts to be a leader in defining ethical uses of AI in military applications may prove challenging because 
one of the most hotly debated uses of AI is in connection with autonomous weaponry.[46] As this Review 
went to press, the White House released its 2021 budget request to Congress, which proposed a funding 
windfall for AI-related research and development, particularly in the military sector.[47] 

On October 31, 2019, the Defense Innovation Board (“DIB”), an independent federal advisory 
committee to the Pentagon consisting of a group of science and technology experts—led by former 
Google CEO Eric Schmidt—proposed a new ethics framework consisting of five overarching ethical 
principles which tie the DoD existing laws of war and rules of engagement[48] into the use of AI.[49] 
The report is a high-level blueprint for military deployments of artificial intelligence and addresses some 
general shortcomings of AI technology.[50] The principles advocate for deliberate AI designs to counter 
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unintended biases that could cause inadvertent harm and for humans to have the power to deactivate or 
disengage AI systems acting outside the intended parameters. The DIB also suggested that humans 
should always be responsible for the “development, deployment, use and outcomes” of AI rather than 
letting AI set its own standards of use. In these cases, DoD should not use that AI system because “it 
does not achieve mission objectives in an ethical or responsible manner.”[51] 

The DIB also recommended a number of technical and organizational measures that would help lay the 
groundwork to ensure military artificial intelligence systems adhere to ethical standards, such as 
increasing investment in standards development, workforce programs and AI security applications, and 
formalizing channels for exploring the ethical implications of deploying AI technology across the 
department. The newly proposed ethics framework could help address private sector concerns about 
innovative technology being wrongly weaponized or misused by the military or being part of 
autonomous systems without sufficient human oversight. 

a)  The National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic 
Plan: 2019 Update 

Three years after the release of the initial National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development 
Strategic Plan, in June 2019 the Trump administration issued an update—previewed in the EO—bringing 
forward the original seven focus areas and adding an eighth: public-private partnerships.[52]  The update 
highlights the benefits of strategically leveraging academic and industry expertise, including facilities, 
datasets, and expertise, to advance science and engineering innovations. Companies interested in 
exploring the possibility of individual collaborations or joint programs advancing precompetitive 
research should consider whether they have relevant expertise in any of the areas in which federal 
agencies are actively pursuing public-private partnerships, including the DoD’s Defense Innovation Unit 
and the Department of Health and Human Services.[53]  

b)  NSCAI Report on U.S. National Security 

On November 4, 2019, the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (“NSCAI”)—which 
was tasked by Congress to research ways to advance the development of AI for national security and 
defense purposes—released a highly anticipated interim report specifying five key areas in which U.S. 
policy can improve in order to transition AI from “a promising technological novelty into a mature 
technology integrated into core national security missions.”[54]  The commission worked with a number 
of U.S. government departments and agencies including the intelligence community, academia and the 
private sector, as well as allied partners such as the United Kingdom, Japan, Canada and Australia. 
Across all five principles, NSCAI said that ethical and responsible development and deployment of AI 
is a top priority, and noted that it is still developing best practices for operationalizing AI technologies 
that are trustworthy, explainable, and free of unwanted bias. The five lines of effort are: invest in research 
and development; apply the technology to national security missions; train and recruit AI talent; protect 
and build upon U.S. technology advantages; and marshal global cooperation on artificial intelligence 
issues. 
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The commission’s preliminary conclusion is that the U.S. “is not translating broad national AI strengths 
and AI strategy statements into specific national security advantages.”[55] Notably, the commission 
reported that federal R&D funding has not kept pace with the potential of AI technologies, noting that 
the requested fiscal year 2020 federal funding for core AI research outside of the defense sector grew by 
less than 2 percent from the estimated 2019 levels.[56] Further, it noted that AI is not realizing its 
potential to execute core national security missions because agencies are failing to embrace the 
technology as a result of “bureaucratic impediments and inertia.”[57] NSCAI also criticized the shortage 
of AI talent in government agencies, specifically in the Department of Defense (“DoD”). It made 
workforce development recommendations to federal agencies, including undertaking more widespread 
use of AI technologies, and improving training on basic AI principles.[58] The commission asserted that 
the U.S. has a global technological advantage in terms of AI implementation, but also warned that China 
is rapidly closing the gap.[59] NSCAI recommended export controls to protect AI hardware,[60] and 
preservation of an open research system with U.S. academia. Finally, the commission said the U.S. 
should lead creation of AI norms worldwide by fostering international collaboration and establishing a 
network of allies dedicated to AI data sharing, R&D coordination, capacity building, and talent 
exchanges. 

NSCAI is set to release its final report and recommendations—which will likely contain additional 
insights into U.S. federal policy regarding AI—in March 2021. 

B.  U.S. Imposes Export Controls Related to AI 

On October 7, 2019, the Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) announced 
that it will add 28 Chinese governmental and commercial organizations to the Entity List for engaging 
in or enabling activities contrary to the foreign policy interests of the United States.[61] The regulation 
includes China’s leading AI companies, including Sense Time, Megvii Technology, Yitu, and Dahua 
Technology. Companies are required to comply with the notice as of the effective date, although it 
includes a standard “savings clause” exempting items that are already en route as of October 9, 2019. 
The Secretary of Commerce stated that this action was in response to “the brutal suppression of ethnic 
minorities within China[.]”[62] 

On January 3, 2020, BIS also announced its first unilateral control on a specific application of AI in 
software that automates certain data analysis of geospatial imagery data.[63]  The United States has 
previously imposed controls on certain enabling technologies for AI in concert with other countries that 
participate in multilateral export control regimes.  However, this is the first new AI control imposed by 
BIS since it began evaluating potential controls on AI as one of among several types of emerging or 
foundational technologies pursuant to congressionally imposed mandate in the Export Control Reform 
Act of 2018.  

While BIS has indicated in many public fora that it will strive to ensure that any new controls it may 
impose on emerging and foundational technologies like AI are also adopted in peer countries that 
participate in the Wassenaar Arrangement, among other multilateral export regimes, the development of 
international consensus around specific controls often requires years of outreach and negotiation.  Likely 
due to the significant national security-related concerns associated with development of AI-enabled, 
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automated geospatial data analysis software, BIS opted to act unilaterally now.  The specific software 
now subject to controls is described under Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) 
0D521.  Effective immediately, all exports of the software to countries worldwide (except Canada) and 
will now require an individual license from BIS.  Moreover, releases of the software in source code to 
non-U.S. persons, for example, non-U.S. person employees, also require licensing.  The only exception 
for the new license requirement is for exports of the software when transferred by or to a department or 
agency of the U.S. Government.  In addition to these new licensing requirements, BIS’s control of the 
software under the new ECCN makes the software a kind of critical technology for the purposes of 
foreign investment review by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (“CFIUS”).  

III.  EU POLICY & REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS 

In 2019, the European Union (“EU”) announced that it was preparing comprehensive legislation to 
govern AI, took steps to demonstrate its commitment toward the advancement of AI technology through 
funding,[64] while simultaneously pressing for companies and governments to develop ethical 
applications of AI. As we have addressed previously,[65] given the stringent requirements of the 
European General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), future EC regulations are likely to stand in 
contrast to the current U.S. “light-touch” regulatory approach and could have a significant impact on 
companies developing or operating AI products within the EU. Given that the U.S. and China currently 
lead the global AI race in terms of technological advancement, the “regulate-first” approach of the 
European Union (“EU”) has led to concerns that it will impede innovation within the EU.[66]  

A.  EC Focus on Comprehensive AI Regulation 

In mid-2019, the new president of the European Commission (“EC”), Ursula von der Leyen, unveiled 
her five-year policy agenda and promised to put forward legislation “for a coordinated European 
approach on the human and ethical implications of AI” by March 2020.[67] 

In a speech at the European Parliament on November 27, 2019, von der Leyen said that she was in favor 
of AI-focused legislation similar to the GDPR.[68] The Commission is also likely to draw on the work 
of its high-level expert group on AI, which outlined a series of principles earlier this year aimed at 
ensuring companies deploy artificial intelligence in a way that is fair, safe and accountable. In January 
2020, a leaked draft of a white paper noted that the EC was considering a five-year ban on the use of 
facial recognition technology in public spaces, although recent press reports indicate that the EC has 
since scrapped the possibility of a ban.[69] The draft also suggested that the EU’s executive body is in 
fact leaning towards tweaks of existing rules and sector/application-specific risk assessments and 
requirements, rather than blanket sectoral requirements or bans.[70] The proposal also emphasizes the 
need for an oversight governance regime to ensure rules are followed—though the Commission 
suggested leaving Member States to choose whether to rely on existing governance bodies for this task 
or create new ones dedicated to regulating AI. The revised proposal, part of a package of measures to 
address the challenges of AI, could still be amended before the Commission presents its plan on 
February 19, 2020. 

On the basis of these statements, we anticipate that the AI legislation will: 
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(1) be comprehensive and sweeping in nature, aiming to address fundamental questions at a more abstract 
level (similar to the GDPR); 

(2) be focused on individual rights (including information rights) and require GDPR-style impact 
assessments to ensure AI systems do not perpetuate discrimination or violate fundamental rights; 

(3) address government funding of research, workplace training and the availability of public data; 

(4) require, like some U.S. states—notably California—that any chatbot or virtual assistant interacting 
with individuals will need to disclose that it is not a human, and create enhanced requirements for 
transparency as to the use of data and the bases for decisions or recommendations to avoid unintended 
bias or disparate impact; and 

(5) contain rules for accountability, mitigation of bias and discrimination, liability and transparency 
throughout the entire life cycle of a product or service.[71] 

The legislative initiative is part of a bigger effort to secure a competitive advantage and to increase public 
and private investment in AI to €20 billion per year.[72] A key challenge for the new president of the 
EC von der Leyen will be to grow investment, data, and talent required to develop AI and accelerate its 
adoption, and to create an innovation-friendly regulatory environment across the EU. 

B.  Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI 

Another focus of regulatory activity within the EU and individual EU Member States has been the 
development of ethical considerations in the use of AI. In connection with the implementation of the 
GDPR in 2018, in April 2019, the EC released a report from its “High-Level Expert Group on Artificial 
Intelligence” (“AI HLEG”): the EU “Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI” (“Ethics Guidelines”).[73] 
The Ethics Guidelines lay out seven ethical principles “that must be respected in the development, 
deployment, and use of AI systems”: 

(1) Human Agency and Oversight: AI systems should enable equitable societies by supporting human 
agency and fundamental rights, and not decrease, limit or misguide human autonomy. 

(2)  Robustness and Safety: Trustworthy AI requires algorithms to be secure, reliable and robust 
enough to deal with errors or inconsistencies during all life cycle phases of AI systems. 

(3)  Privacy and Data Governance: Citizens should have full control over their own data, while data 
concerning them will not be used to harm or discriminate against them. 

(4) Transparency: The traceability of AI systems should be ensured. 

(5) Diversity, Non-Discrimination and Fairness: AI systems should consider the whole range of 
human abilities, skills and requirements, and ensure accessibility. 
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(6) Societal and Environmental Well-Being: AI systems should be used to enhance positive social 
change and enhance sustainability and ecological responsibility. 

(7) Accountability: Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure responsibility and accountability for 
AI systems and their outcomes. 

In addition, the Ethics Guidelines highlight the importance of implementing a “large-scale pilot with 
partners” and of “building international consensus for human-centric AI,”[74] and contain an 
“assessment list” which operationalizes the ethical principles and offers guidance to implement them in 
practice.[75] Along with the release of the Ethics Guidelines, the EC initiated a pilot phase of guideline 
implementation to assess the practical implementation of the assessment list and to gather feedback on 
how it can be improved.[76] Following the end of the piloting phase in December 2019, the AI HLEG 
will evaluate the feedback received and propose a revised version of the assessment list to the EC in 
early 2020.[77] 

The EU also intends to “continue to play an active role in international discussions and initiatives 
including the G7 and G20.”[78] While the Guidelines do not appear to create any binding regulation on 
stakeholders in the EU, their further development and evolution will likely shape the final version of 
future regulation throughout the EU and therefore merits continued attention. 

C.  German Data Ethics Commission Report 

On October 23, 2019, Germany’s Data Ethics Commission (“Ethics Commission”) released a landmark 
240-page report containing 75 recommendations for regulating data, algorithmic systems and AI.[79] 
Consistent with EC President Ursula von der Leyen’s recent remarks, the report suggests that EU 
regulation of AI may mirror the approach espoused in the GDPR—broad in scope, focused on individual 
rights and corporate accountability, and “horizontally” applicable across industries, rather than specific 
sectors.[80] Expanding on the EU’s non-binding “Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI,” the 
commission concludes that “regulation is necessary, and cannot be replaced by ethical principles.”[81] 

The report creates a blueprint for the implementation of binding legal rules for AI—nominally both at 
national and EU level—on a sliding scale based on the risk of harm across five levels of algorithmic 
systems, with a focus on the degree of potential harm rather than differentiating between specific use 
cases. While systems posing a negligible or low likelihood of harm would not require any new regulatory 
obligations, those with at least “some” potential for harm would be subject to a mandatory labeling 
scheme that indicates where and how algorithms are being used within the system, and a risk assessment 
that evaluates the system’s effect on privacy rights, self-determination, bodily or personal integrity, 
assets and ownership rights, and discrimination, among other factors. For systems that curate content 
based on user data, such as personalized pricing algorithms, the commission recommends prior 
authorization by supervisory institutions, and heightened oversight (such as live monitoring) and 
transparency obligations systems with “regular or significant potential for harm,” which include 
determinations about consumer creditworthiness. The commission recommended a full or partial ban on 
systems with an “untenable potential for harm.”[82] 
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Of particular relevance to companies deploying AI software, the Ethics Commission recommends that 
measures be taken against “ethically indefensible uses of data,” such as “total surveillance, profiling that 
poses a threat to personal integrity, the targeted exploitation of vulnerabilities, addictive designs and 
dark patterns, methods of influencing political elections that are incompatible with the principle of 
democracy, vendor lock-in and systematic consumer detriment, and many practices that involve trading 
in personal data.”[83] The Ethics Commission also recommends that human operators of algorithmic 
systems be held vicariously liable for any harm caused by autonomous technology, and calls for an 
overhaul of existing product liability and strict liability laws as they pertain to algorithmic products and 
services.[84] 

While the report’s pro-regulation approach is a counterweight to the “light-touch” regulation favored by 
the U.S. government, the Ethics Commission takes the view that, far from impeding private sector 
innovation, regulation can provide much-needed certainty to companies developing, testing, and 
deploying innovative AI products.[85] Certainly, the Ethics Commission’s guiding principles—among 
them the need to ensure “the human-centred and value-oriented design of technology”[86]—reinforce 
that European lawmakers are likely to regulate AI development comprehensively and decisively. While 
it remains to be seen to what extent the forthcoming draft EU legislation will adopt the commission’s 
recommendations, all signs point to a sweeping regulatory regime that could significantly impact 
technology companies active in the EU. 

IV.  REGULATION OF AI TECHNOLOGIES AND ALGORITHMS 

As the use of AI expands into different sectors and the need for data multiplies, legislation that 
traditionally has not focused on AI is starting to have a growing impact on AI technology development. 
Defining and achieving an ethical approach to AI decision-making has been at the forefront of policy 
discussions relating to the private sector for some time, and the deep learning community has responded 
with a wave of investments and initiatives focusing on processes designed to assess and mitigate bias 
and disenfranchisement[87] at risk of becoming “baked in and scaled” by AI systems.[88] Such 
discussions are now becoming more urgent and nuanced with the increased availability of AI decision-
making tools allowing government decisions to be delegated to algorithms to improve accuracy and 
drive objectivity, directly impacting democracy and governance.[89] Over the past year, we have seen 
those discussions evolve into tangible and impactful legislative proposals and concrete regulations in the 
data regulation space and, notably, several outright technology bans.[90] 

A.  Algorithmic Accountability 

In 2019, a number of federal bills addressing algorithmic accountability and transparency hinted at a 
shift in Washington’s stance amid growing public awareness of AI’s potential to create bias or harm 
certain groups.[91] While the proposed legislation remains in its early stages, it is indicative of the 
government’s increasingly bold engagement with technological innovation and the regulation of AI, and 
companies operating in this space should remain alert to both opportunities and risks arising out of 
federal legislative and policy developments—particularly the increasing availability of public-private 
partnerships—during 2020. 
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1.  H.R. 153 

In February 2019, the House introduced Resolution 153 , with the intent of “[s]upporting the 
development of guidelines for ethical development of artificial intelligence” and emphasizing the “far-
reaching societal impacts of AI” as well as the need for AI’s “safe, responsible, and democratic 
development.”[92] Similar to California’s adoption last year of the Asilomar Principles[93] and the 
OECD’s recent adoption of five “democratic” AI principles,[94] the House Resolution provides that the 
guidelines must be consonant with certain specified goals, including “transparency and explainability,” 
“information privacy and the protection of one’s personal data,” “accountability and oversight for all 
automated decisionmaking,” and “access and fairness.” This Resolution puts ethics at the forefront of 
policy, which differs from other legislation that considers ethics only as an ancillary topic. Yet, while 
this resolution signals a call to action by the government to come up with ethical guidelines for the use 
of AI technology, the details and scope of such ethical regulations remain unclear. 

2.  Algorithmic Accountability Act 

On April 10, 2019, a number of Senate Democrats introduced the “Algorithmic Accountability Act,” 
which “requires companies to study and fix flawed computer algorithms that result in inaccurate, unfair, 
biased or discriminatory decisions impacting Americans.”[95] Rep. Yvette D. Clarke (D-NY) introduced 
a companion bill in the House.[96] The bill stands to be the United States Congress’s first serious foray 
into the regulation of AI and the first legislative attempt in the United States to impose regulation on AI 
systems in general, as opposed to regulating a specific technology area. The bill reflects a step back from 
the previously favored approach of industry self-regulation, since it would force companies to actively 
monitor use of any potentially discriminatory algorithms. Although it does not provide for a private right 
of action or enforcement by state attorneys general, it would give the Federal Trade Commission the 
authority to enforce and regulate these audit procedures and requirements. Further congressional action 
on this subject can certainly be anticipated. 

The bill casts a wide net, such that many technology companies would find common practices to fall 
within the purview of the Act.  The Act would not only regulate AI systems but also any “automated 
decision system,” which is broadly defined as any “computational process, including one derived from 
machine learning, statistics, or other data processing or artificial intelligence techniques, that makes a 
decision or facilitates human decision making, that impacts consumers.”[97]  For processes within the 
definition, companies would be required to audit for bias and discrimination and take corrective action 
to resolve these issues, when identified.  The bill would allow regulators to take a closer look at any 
“[h]igh-risk automated decision system”—those that involve “privacy or security of personal 
information of consumers[,]” “sensitives aspects of [consumers’] lives, such as their work performance, 
economic situation, health, personal preferences, interests, behavior, location, or movements[,]” “a 
significant number of consumers regarding race [and several other sensitive topics],” or “systematically 
monitors a large, publicly accessible physical place[.]”[98]  For these “high-risk” topics, regulators 
would be permitted to conduct an “impact assessment” and examine a host of proprietary aspects relating 
to the system.  Additional regulations will be needed to give these key terms meaning but, for now, the 
bill is a harbinger for AI regulation that identifies key areas of concern for lawmakers. 
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Although the bill still faces an uncertain future, if it is enacted, businesses would face a number of 
challenges, not least significant uncertainty in defining and, ultimately, seeking to comply with the 
proposed requirements for implementing “high risk” AI systems and utilizing consumer data, as well as 
the challenges of sufficiently explaining to the FTC the operation of their AI systems. Moreover, the bill 
expressly states that it does not preempt state law—and states that have already been developing their 
own consumer privacy protection laws would likely object to any attempts at federal preemption—
potentially creating a complex patchwork of federal and state rules.[99] At a minimum, companies 
operating in this space should certainly anticipate further congressional action on this subject in the near 
future, and proactively consider how their own “high-risk” systems may raise concerns related to bias. 

3.  Bot Disclosure and Accountability Act (S. 2125) 

The Bot Disclosure and Accountability Act, first introduced on June 25, 2018 and reintroduced on July 
16, 2019, mandates that the FTC come up with regulations that force digital platforms to publicly 
disclose their use of an ‘automated software program or process intended to replicate human activity 
online’.[100] It also prohibits political candidates or parties from using these automated software 
programs in order to share or disseminate any information targeting political elections. The Act hands 
the task of defining ‘automated software program’ to the FTC, which leaves wide latitude in 
interpretation beyond the narrow bot purpose for which the bill is intended. 

At the state level, California passed a bill in September 2018, the ‘Bolstering Online Transparency 
Act’,[101] which was the first of its kind and (similar to the federal bot bill) is intended to combat 
malicious bots operating on digital platforms. This state law does not attempt to ban bots outright, but 
requires companies to disclose whether they are using a bot to communicate with the public on their 
internet platforms. The law went into effect on July 1, 2019. 

4.  Filter Bubble Transparency Act (S. 2763) 

On October 31, 2019 a bipartisan group of senators introduced the Filter Bubble Transparency Act, the 
first substantive federal bill aimed at regulating algorithmic control of content on internet platforms. If 
enacted, the bill would require large-scale internet platforms to provide greater transparency to 
consumers by providing clear notice on the use, and enabling consumers to opt out, of personalized 
content curated by “opaque” algorithms so that they can “engage with a platform without being 
manipulated by algorithms driven by user-specific data”[102] and “simply opt out of the filter 
bubble.”[103] “Filter bubble” refers to a zone of potential manipulation that exists within algorithms that 
curate or rank content in internet platforms based on user-specific data, potentially creating digital “echo 
chambers.”[104] 

The proposed legislation covers “any public-facing website, internet application, or mobile application,” 
such as social network sites, video sharing services, search engines and content aggregation 
services,[105] and generally would prohibit the use of opaque algorithms on platforms without those 
platforms having first provided notice in a “clear, conspicuous manner on the platform whenever the 
user interacts with an opaque algorithm for the first time.” The term “opaque algorithm” is defined as 
“an algorithmic ranking system[106] that determines the order or manner that information is furnished 
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to a user on a covered internet platform based, in whole or part, on user-specific data that was not 
expressly provided by the user to the platform” in order to interact with it.[107] Examples of “user-
specific” data include the user’s history of web searches and browsing, geographical locations, physical 
activity, device interaction, and financial transactions.[108] Conversely, data that was expressly 
provided to the platform by the user for the purpose of interacting with the platform—such as search 
terms, saved preferences, an explicitly entered geographical location or the user’s social media 
profiles[109]—is considered “user-supplied.” 

Additionally, the bill requires that users be given the option to choose to view content based on “input-
transparent algorithms,” a purportedly generic algorithmic ranking system that “does not use the user-
specific data of a user to determine the order or manner that information is furnished to such user on a 
covered platform,”[110] and be able to easily switch between the opaque and the input-transparent 
versions.[111] By way of example, Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN), another co-sponsor of the bill, 
explained that “this legislation would give consumers the choice to decide whether they want to use the 
algorithm or view content in the order it was posted.”[112] However, there is nothing in the bill that 
would require platforms to disclose the use of algorithms unless they are using hyper-personal “user-
specific” data for customization, and even “input-transparent” algorithms using “user-supplied” data 
would not necessarily show content in chronological order. Nor would platforms be required to disclose 
any source code or explain how the algorithms used work. As drafted, the bill’s goals of providing 
transparency and protecting consumers from algorithmic manipulation by “opting out” of personalized 
content appear to be overstated, and lawmakers will need to grapple with the proposed definitions to 
clarify the scope of the bill’s provisions.[113] 

Like the Algorithmic Accountability Act, the bill is squarely targeted at “Big Tech” platforms—it would 
not apply to platforms wholly owned, controlled and operated by a person that did not employ more than 
500 employees in the past six months, averaged less than $50 million in annual gross receipts, and 
annually collects or processes personal data of less than a million individuals.[114] Violations of the Act 
would be enforced with civil penalties by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) but, unlike the 
Algorithmic Accountability Act, the bill does not grant state attorneys general the right to bring civil 
suits for violations, nor expressly state that its provisions do not preempt state laws.[115] 

B.  Facial Recognition Software 

Biometric surveillance, or “facial recognition technology,” has emerged as a lightning rod for public 
debate regarding the risk of improper algorithmic bias and data privacy concerns. Until recently, there 
were few if any laws or guidelines governing the use of facial recognition technology. Amid widespread 
fears that the current state of the technology is not sufficiently accurate or reliable to avoid 
discrimination, regulators have seized the opportunity to act in the AI space—proposing and passing 
outright bans on the use of facial recognition technology with no margin for discretion or use case testing 
while a broader regulatory approach develops and the technology evolves.[116]  This tentative 
consensus stands in stark contrast to the generally permissive approach to the development of AI systems 
in the private sector to date. While much of the regulatory activity to date has been at the local level, 
momentum is also building for additional regulatory actions at both the state and federal levels. 
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1.  Federal Regulation 

The federal government has indicated a willingness to consider a nationwide ban on facial recognition 
technology, or at least to enact stringent regulations. A bill introduced in Congress in March 2019 (S. 
847, “Commercial Facial Recognition Privacy Act of 2019”) would ban users of commercial face 
recognition technology from collecting and sharing data for identifying or tracking consumers without 
their consent, although it does not address the government’s uses of the technology.[117] With few 
exceptions, the bill would require facial recognition technology available online to be made accessible 
for independent third-party testing “for accuracy and bias.” The bill remains pending and has been 
referred to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 

Several other federal bills on facial recognition technology have been proposed. H.R. 3875 was 
introduced on July 22, 2019, to “prohibit Federal funding from being used for the purchase or use of 
facial recognition technology.”[118] On July 25, 2019, Representatives Yvette Clark (D-NY), Ayanna 
Pressley (D-Mass.) and Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.) introduced the “No Biometric Barriers to Housing 
Act.”  If passed, the bill would prohibit facial recognition in public housing units that receive Department 
of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) funding. It would also require HUD to submit a report on 
facial recognition and its impacts on public housing units and tenants.[119] Also on July 25, 2019, the 
Facial, Analysis, Comparison, and Evaluation (“FACE”) Protection Act of 2019 (H.R. 4021) was 
introduced to prohibit a federal agency from applying “facial recognition technology to any photo 
identification issued by a State or the Federal Government or any other photograph otherwise in the 
possession of a State or the Federal Government unless the agency has obtained a Federal court order 
determining that there is probable cause for the application of such technology.”[120] 

The House Committee on Oversight and Reform has held several hearings on transparency regarding 
government use cases, at which Committee members voiced strong bipartisan support for providing 
transparency and accountability to the use of facial recognition technology.[121] To date, the group is 
continuing to work on legislation that could regulate the use of facial recognition by the private sector, 
federal government, and law enforcement. On January 15, 2020, the House Oversight and Reform 
Committee held its third hearing in less than a year about facial recognition, this time to explore its use 
in the private sector.[122] 

2.  State and Local Regulations 

In 2019, lawmakers in numerous states introduced bills to ban or delay the use of facial recognition 
technology by government agencies or the private sector. In September 2019, California lawmakers 
passed legislation (A.B. 1215) which places a three-year moratorium on any facial recognition 
technology used in police body cameras beginning January 1, 2020.[123] The bill by Assemblyman Phil 
Ting (D-San Francisco), which was co-sponsored by the ACLU, was signed into law by Governor 
Newsom on October 8, 2019.[124]  Previously, the ACLU had run demonstrations using facial-
recognition technology which falsely flagged 26 California lawmakers as matching arrest photos.[125] 

The language of A.B. 1215 states that using biometric surveillance violates constitutional rights because 
it is the “functional equivalent” of requiring people to carry identification at all times.[126] The new law 
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further regulates the collection of personal information, sounds in California’s concern for overly broad 
collection of information, and may influence modifications to the California Consumer Privacy Act 2018 
(“CCPA”) regarding facial recognition (such as A.B. 1281, which would require businesses to give 
conspicuous notices where facial recognition technology is employed). 

Amid increasing public concern about the technology operating in public spaces, 2019 also saw a string 
of efforts by various cities in the U.S. to ban the use of facial recognition technology by law 
enforcement.[127]  Oakland City Council passed an ordinance to ban its use by city police and other 
government departments, joining San Francisco, California and Somerville, Massachusetts who had 
already enacted similar bans.[128] Berkeley City Council also adopted a ban at a meeting in mid-October 
2019.[129] 

C.  Deepfake technology 

A new AI application called “deepfakes” is raising a set of challenging policy, technology, and legal 
issues. Deepfake technology is used to combine and superimpose existing images and videos onto source 
images or videos—creating new “synthetic” images or videos—by using a machine learning technique 
known as a generative adversarial network (“GAN”), a deep neural net architecture comprised of two 
nets, pitting one against the other (the “adversarial”). Since GANs can learn to mimic any distribution 
of data (images, music, speech, or text), the applications of deepfake technology are vast. Prompted by 
increased public concern over the potential impact of the technology on everything from cybersecurity 
to electoral manipulation, tentative federal bills intended to regulate deepfakes have emerged over the 
past several months, while state legislatures have already reacted by banning certain deepfake 
applications.[130] 

1.  Federal Regulatory Efforts 

In September 2018, Reps. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.), Stephanie Murphy (D-Fla.) and Carlos Curbelo (R-
Fla.) sent a letter to the Director of National Intelligence to warn of potential risks relating to 
deepfakes.[131] The lawmakers cautioned that “[d]eep fakes have the potential to disrupt every facet of 
our society and trigger dangerous international and domestic consequences . . .  [a]s with any threat, our 
Intelligence Community must be prepared to combat deep fakes, be vigilant against them, and stand 
ready to protect our nation and the American people.”[132] In the wake of a June 2019 hearing by the 
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence on the national security challenges of artificial 
intelligence, manipulated media, and deepfake technology, both the House and the Senate introduced 
legislation to regulate GANs. At present, however, the bills appear to do very little to restrict the use of 
deepfake technology, suggesting that Congress remains in “learning mode.” 

On July 9, 2019, Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH) introduced the “Deepfake Report Act” (S. 2065), which 
would require the Department of Homeland Security to submit five annual reports to Congress on the 
state of the “digital content forgery” technology and evaluate available methods of detecting and 
mitigating threats.[133] The reports will include assessments of how the technology can be used to harm 
national security as well as potential counter measures. The bill defines digital content forgery as “the 
use of emerging technologies, including artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques, to 
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fabricate or manipulate audio, visual, or text content with the intent to mislead.” The bipartisan bill was 
passed in the Senate by unanimous consent on October 25 and is currently before the House Committee 
on Energy and Commerce, which is reviewing the same-named companion bill, H.R. 3600.[134] 

In the House, H.R. 3230 (“Defending Each and Every Person from False Appearances by Keeping 
Exploitation Subject to Accountability Act” or the “DEEPFAKES Act”) was introduced by Rep. Clarke 
(D-NY-9) on June 12, 2019.[135] It would require any “advanced technological false personation 
record” to be digitally watermarked. The watermark would be required to “clearly identifying such 
record as containing altered audio or visual elements.” The bill has been referred to the Subcommittee 
on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security. 

On September 17, 2019, Rep. Anthony Gonzalez (R-OH) introduced the “Identifying Outputs of 
Generative Adversarial Networks Act” (H.R. 4355), which would direct both the National Science 
Foundation and NIST to support research on deepfakes to accelerate the development of technologies 
that could help improve their detection, to issue a joint report on research opportunities with the private 
sector, and to consider the feasibility of ongoing public and private sector engagement to develop 
voluntary standards for the outputs of GANs or comparable technologies.[136] 

2.  State Regulatory Efforts 

In the wake of a June 2019 hearing by the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence on the 
national security challenges of artificial intelligence, manipulated media, and deepfake technology, both 
the House and the Senate introduced legislation to regulate deepfakes. 

While those bills remains pending, California has taken action to restrict the specific use of deepfakes to 
influence elections and non-consensual pornographic deepfakes. On October 3, 2019 California’s 
Gov. Newsom signed a bill (A.B. 730) banning anyone “from distributing with actual malice materially 
deceptive audio or visual media of the candidate” within 60 days of an election with the intent to injure 
the candidate’s reputation or deceive a voter into voting for or against the candidate.[137]  This measure 
exempts print and online media and websites if that entity clearly discloses that the deepfake video or 
audio file is inaccurate or of questionable authenticity. On October 3, Gov. Newsom also signed a bill 
(A.B. 602) banning pornographic deepfakes made without consent of the person depicted, creating a 
private right of action.[138] The law excepts “[c]ommentary, criticism, or disclosure that is otherwise 
protected by the California Constitution or the United States Constitution.” 

These laws may signal state regulators’ willingness to quickly regulate other controversial AI 
applications going forward. It will remain to be seen whether these laws will be challenged and whether 
they will pass constitutional muster. Regardless, the use and proliferation of deepfakes will likely face 
greater legal and regulatory scrutiny at both federal and state level going forward, and may impact 
technology platforms which permit users to upload, share or link content. 
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D.  Autonomous Vehicles 

1.  Federal Developments 

There was a flurry of legislative activity in Congress in 2017 and early 2018 towards a national regulatory 
framework.  The U.S. House of Representatives passed the Safely Ensuring Lives Future Deployment 
and Research In Vehicle Evolution (SELF DRIVE) Act (H.R. 3388)[139] by voice vote in September 
2017, but its companion bill (the American Vision for Safer Transportation through Advancement of 
Revolutionary Technologies (AV START) Act (S. 1885)),[140] stalled in the Senate as a result of holds 
from Democratic senators who expressed concerns that the proposed legislation remains immature and 
underdeveloped in that it “indefinitely” preempts state and local safety regulations even in the absence 
of federal standards.[141] Federal regulation of autonomous vehicles (“AVs”) has so far faltered in the 
new Congress, as SELF DRIVE Act and the AV START Act have not been re-introduced since expiring 
with the close of the 115th Congress.[142] 

In 2019, federal lawmakers have demonstrated renewed interest in a comprehensive AV bill aimed at 
speeding up the adoption of autonomous vehicles and deploying a regulatory framework. In July 2019, 
the House Energy and Commerce Committee and Senate Commerce Committee sought stakeholder 
input from the self-driving car industry in order to draft a bipartisan and bicameral AV bill, prompting 
stakeholders to provide feedback to the committees on a variety of issues involving autonomous vehicles, 
including cybersecurity, privacy, disability access, and testing expansion.[143] Moreover, several 
federal agencies have announced proposed rulemaking to facilitate the integration of autonomous 
vehicles onto public roads. And while federal regulations are lagging behind, legislative activity at the 
state and local level is stepping up to advance integration of autonomous vehicles in the national 
transportation system and local infrastructure. 

In the meantime, AVs continue to operate under a complex patchwork of state and local rules, with 
federal oversight limited to the U.S. Department of Transportation’s (“DoT”) informal guidance. In 
January 2020, the DoT published updated guidance for the regulation of the autonomous vehicle 
industry, “Ensuring American Leadership in Automated Vehicle Technologies” or “AV 4.0.”[144] The 
guidance builds on the AV 3.0 guidance released in October 2018, which introduced guiding principles 
for AV innovation for all surface transportation modes, and described the DoT’s strategy to address 
existing barriers to potential safety benefits and progress.[145] AV 4.0 includes 10 principles to protect 
consumers, promote markets and ensure a standardized federal approach to AVs.  In line with previous 
guidance, the report promises to address legitimate public concerns about safety, security, and privacy 
without hampering innovation, relying strongly on the industry self-regulating. However, the report also 
reiterates traditional disclosure and compliance standards that companies leveraging emerging 
technology should continue to follow. 

During 2019, several federal agencies announced proposed rule-making to facilitate the integration of 
autonomous vehicles onto public roads. In May 2019, in the wake of a petition filed by General Motors 
requesting temporary exemption from Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSSs) which require 
manual controls or have requirements that are specific to a human driver,[146] NHTSA announced that 
it was seeking comments about the possibility of removing ‘regulatory barriers’ relating to the 
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introduction of automated vehicles in the United States.[147] It is likely that regulatory changes to testing 
procedures (including preprogrammed execution, simulation, use of external controls, use of a surrogate 
vehicle with human controls and technical documentation) and modifications to current FMVSSs (such 
as crashworthiness, crash avoidance and indicator standards) will be finalized in 2021. 

2.  State Developments 

State regulatory activity has continued to accelerate, adding to the already complex patchwork of 
regulations that apply to companies manufacturing and testing autonomous vehicles. State regulations 
vary significantly, ranging from allowing testing under certain specific and confined conditions to the 
more extreme, which allow for testing and operating AVs with no human passenger behind the wheel. 
Recognizing that AVs and vehicles with semi-autonomous components are already being tested and 
deployed on roads amid legislative gridlock at the federal level, 44 states and the District of Columbia 
have enacted autonomous vehicle legislation.  In 2019 alone, 25 new bills were enacted in 25 states, and 
a further 56 remain pending.[148]  Increasingly, there are concerns that states may be racing to cement 
their positions as leaders in AV testing in the absence of a federal regulatory framework by introducing 
increasingly permissive bills that allow testing without human safety drivers.[149] 

Some states are explicitly tying bills to federal guidelines in anticipation of congressional action. On 
April 2, 2019, D.C. lawmakers proposed the Autonomous Vehicles Testing Program Amendment Act 
of 2019, which would set up a review and permitting process for autonomous vehicle testing within the 
District Department of Transportation.  Companies seeking to test self-driving cars in the city would 
have to provide an array of information to officials, including— for each vehicle it plans to test—safety 
operators in the test vehicles, testing locations, insurance, and safety strategies.[150]  Crucially, it would 
require testing companies to certify that their vehicles comply with federal safety policies; share with 
officials data on trips and any crash or cybersecurity incidents; and train operators on safety.[151] 

On April 12, 2019, the California DMV published proposed autonomous vehicle regulations that allow 
the testing and deployment of autonomous motor trucks (delivery vehicles) weighing less than 10,001 
pounds on California’s public roads.[152] The DMV held a public hearing on May 30, 2019, at its 
headquarters in Sacramento to gather input and discuss the regulations. The DMV’s regulations continue 
to exclude the autonomous testing or deployment of vehicles weighing more than 10,001 pounds. In the 
California legislature, two new bills related to autonomous vehicles were introduced: S.B. 
59[153] would establish a working group on autonomous passenger vehicle policy development while 
S.B. 336[154] would require transit operators to ensure certain automated transit vehicles are staffed by 
employees. 

On June 13, 2019, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis signed into law C.S./H.B. 311, which establishes a 
statewide statutory framework, permits fully automated vehicles to operate on public roads, and removes 
obstacles that hinder the development of self-driving cars.[155] In Oklahoma, Governor Kevin Stitt 
signed legislation (S.B. 365) restricting city and county governments from legislating autonomous 
vehicles, ensuring that such legislation would be entirely in the hands of state and federal 
lawmakers.[156] Pennsylvania, which last year passed legislation creating a commission on “highly 
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automated vehicles,” has proposed a bill that would authorize the use of an autonomous shuttle vehicle 
on a route approved by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (H.B. 1078).[157] 

Given the fast pace of developments and tangle of applicable rules, it is essential that companies 
operating in this space stay abreast of legal developments in states as well as cities in which they are 
developing or testing autonomous vehicles, while understanding that any new federal regulations may 
ultimately preempt states’ authorities to determine, for example, safety policies or how they handle their 
passengers’ data. 

E.  Data Privacy 

While not strictly focused on artificial intelligence technologies, a number of state and federal 
developments in the area of data privacy are noteworthy, given the central importance of access to large 
quantities of data (often including personal and private data) to the successful development and operation 
of many AI systems.[158] 

1.  Voter Privacy Act of 2019 

In July 2019, California Senator Dianne Feinstein introduced the Voter Privacy Act of 2019, which is 
currently before the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration.[159] As introduced, the Act will 
give voters certain rights with regard to their personal data collected in connection with voter 
information. In particular, the Act provides notice rights, rights of access, deletion rights, and rights to 
prohibit transfer or targeting through use of the data. The stated purpose of the Act is to put an end to 
the manipulation and misdirection of voters through the use of their personal data, and the Act would be 
monitored by the Federal Election Commission. Obviously, for companies collecting voter information 
as part of the data processed by AI systems, the Act could add a number of significant compliance 
requirements should it ultimately pass. 

2.  California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) 

A series of amendments to the California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) were signed into effect by 
the Governor in early October.[160] Some of these amendments may prove significant to certain 
businesses; such as A.B. 25, which provides a one-year carve-out of the personal information of 
employees from personal information that would otherwise fall under the requirements of the CCPA. 
Similarly, A.B. 1355 creates a one-year carve-out of certain personal information that is collected as part 
of purely business-to-business communications, which may also help alleviate concerns about how to 
handle personal information necessarily acquired in a business context. In addition to the amendments, 
the California Attorney General’s Office released a series of proposed regulations for implementing the 
requirements of the CCPA, and initiated a period in which they will solicit public comments before 
making any final changes putting the regulations into force and effect.[161] The proposed regulations 
generally set out guidance for how businesses should implement the notice provisions of the CCPA, 
procedural steps for implementing consumer rights provisions and data collection requirements, as well 
as provide some clarification of the CCPA’s non-discrimination provisions. The CCPA has been 
described as one of the most stringent state privacy laws and will affect AI technologies that are driven 
by personal data and companies who utilize or develop such technologies. 
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3.  California “Anti-Eavesdropping Act” 

On May 29, 2019 the California State Assembly passed a bill (A.B. 1395) requiring manufacturers of 
ambient listening devices like smart speakers to receive consent from users before retaining voice 
recordings, and banning manufacturers from sharing command recordings with third parties.  The bill is 
currently pending in the State Senate.[162] 

F.  Intellectual Property 

Intellectual property issues related to AI have also been at the forefront of the new technology, as record 
numbers of U.S. patent applications involve a form of machine learning component. In January 2019, 
the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) released revised guidance relating to subject 
matter eligibly for patents and on the application of 35 U.S.C. § 112 on computer implemented 
inventions. On the heels of that guidance, on August 27, 2019, the USPTO published a request for public 
comment on several patent-related issues regarding AI inventions.[163] The request for comment posed 
12 questions covering several topics from “patent examination policy to whether new forms of 
intellectual property protection are needed.” The questions included topics such whether patent laws, 
which contemplate only human inventors, should be amended to allow entities other than a human being 
to be considered an inventor.[164] The commenting period was extended until November 8, 2019, and 
many of the comments submitted argue that ownership of patent rights should remain reserved for only 
natural or juridical persons.[165] 

On December 13, 2019, the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) published a draft issue 
paper on IP policy and AI, and requested comments on several areas of IP, including patents and data, 
and, similarly to the USPTO before it, with regard to issues of inventorship and ownership.[166] The 
commenting period is set to end on February 14, 2020. 

G.  Law Enforcement 

Increasingly, algorithms are also being used at every stage of criminal proceedings, from gathering 
evidence to making sentencing and parole recommendations. H.R. 4368, the “Justice in Forensic 
Algorithms Act of 2019,” was introduced in the House on September 17, 2019, would prohibit the use 
of trade secrets privileges to prevent defense access to the source code of proprietary algorithms used as 
evidence in criminal proceedings, and require that the Director of NIST establish a program to provide 
for the creation and maintenance of standards for the development and use of computational forensic 
software (“Computational Forensic Algorithm Standards”) to protect due process rights.[167] The 
standards would address underlying scientific principles and methods, an assessment of disparate impact 
on the basis of demographic features such as race or gender, requirements for testing and validating the 
software and for publicly available documentation, and requirements for reports that are provided to 
defendants by the prosecution documenting the use and results of computational forensic software in 
individual cases (e.g., source code).[168]  

Police departments often use predictive algorithms for various functions, such as to help identify 
suspects. While such technologies can be useful, there is increasing awareness building with regard to 
the risk of biases and inaccuracies.[169] Private groups, localities, states, and Congress have reacted to 
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concerns fomented by AI applied to policing. In a paper released on February 13, 2019, researchers at 
the AI Now Institute, a research center that studies the social impact of artificial intelligence, found that 
police across the United States may be training crime-predicting AIs on falsified “dirty” data,[170] 
calling into question the validity of predictive policing systems and other criminal risk-assessment tools 
that use training sets consisting of historical data.[171] In some cases, police departments had a culture 
of purposely manipulating or falsifying data under intense political pressure to bring down official crime 
rates. In New York, for example, in order to artificially deflate crime statistics, precinct commanders 
regularly asked victims at crime scenes not to file complaints. In predictive policing systems that rely on 
machine learning to forecast crime, those corrupted data points become legitimate predictors, creating 
“a type of tech-washing where people who use these systems assume that they are somehow more neutral 
or objective, but in actual fact they have ingrained a form of unconstitutionality or illegality.”[172] 

A Utah law (H.B. 57) requiring that law enforcement obtain a warrant before accessing any person’s 
electronic data went into effect in May 2019.[173] The law reflects a legislative recognition of individual 
privacy rights, and we will continue to closely watch this space and the extent to which its approach may 
be replicated in other state legislatures. Other efforts have been more limited in scope and focused only 
on certain AI applications, like facial recognition.[174] Beyond policy and advocacy, some groups have 
turned to the courts. The majority of these efforts sound in FOIA attempts to understand how police may 
be using predictive systems to aid their work.[175] 

H.  Health Care 

Unsurprisingly, the use of AI in healthcare draws some of the most exciting prospects and deepest 
trepidation, given potential risks.[176] As of yet, there are few regulations directed at AI in healthcare 
specifically, but regulators have recently acknowledged that existing frameworks for medical device 
approval are not well-suited to AI-related technologies. The US Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) 
has proposed a specific review framework for AI-related medical devices, intended to encourage a 
pathway for innovative and life-changing AI technologies, while maintaining the FDA’s patient safety 
standards. 

In April 2019, the FDA recently published a discussion paper – ’Proposed Regulatory Framework for 
Modifications to Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-Based Software as a Medical Device 
(SaMD)’—offering that new framework for regulating health products using AI/machine learning 
(“AI/ML”) software as a medical device (“SaMD”), and seeking comment.[177] The paper introduces 
that one of the primary benefits of using AI in an SaMD product is the ability of the product to 
continuously update in light of an infinite feed of real-world data. But the current review system for 
medical devices requires a pre-market review, and pre-market review of any modifications, depending 
on the significance of the modification.[178] If AI-based SaMDs are intended to constantly adjust, the 
FDA posits that many of these modifications will require pre-market review – a potentially unsustainable 
framework in its current form. The paper instead proposes an initial pre-market review for AI-related 
SaMDs that anticipates the expected changes, describes the methodology, and requires manufacturers to 
provide certain transparency and monitoring, as well as updates to the FDA about the changes that in 
fact resulted in accordance with the information provided in the initial review. Additional discussion and 
guidance is expected following the FDA’s review of the comments. 
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I.  Financial Services 

As the adoption of AI technology in the U.S. continues across a wide range of industries and the public 
sector, legislators are increasingly making efforts to regulate applicable data standards at federal level. 
On May 9, 2019, Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA) announced that the House Committee on 
Financial Services would launch two task forces focused on financial technology (“fintech”) and 
AI:[179] a task force on financial intelligence that will focus on the topics of regulating the fintech sector, 
and an AI task force that will focus on machine learning in financial services and regulation, emerging 
risks in algorithms and big data, combatting fraud and digital identification technologies, and the impact 
of automation on jobs in financial services.[180] 

On September 24, 2019, H.R. 4476, the Financial Transparency Act of 2019, was reintroduced into 
Congress.[181] The bipartisan bill, which calls for the Treasury secretary to create uniform, machine-
readable data standards for information reported to financial regulatory agencies,[182] has been referred 
to the Subcommittee on Commodity Exchanges, Energy, and Credit. By seeking to make information 
that is reported to financial regulatory agencies electronically searchable, the bill’s supporters aim to 
“further enable the development of RegTech and Artificial Intelligence applications,” “put the United 
States on a path towards building a comprehensive Standard Business Reporting program,” and 
“harmonize and reduce the private sector’s regulatory compliance burden, while enhancing transparency 
and accountability.”[183] 

J.  Labor and Hiring 

Amid the acceleration in the spread of AI and automated decision-making in the public and private 
sector, many U.S. and multinational companies have begun to use AI to streamline and introduce 
objectivity into their employment process.[184] While AI presents an opportunity to eliminate bias from 
the hiring process, it has also been seen to introduce bias because of inadequate data underlying and 
powering its algorithms. Legislators are taking action to recognize the potentially vast implications of 
AI technology on employment and employees’ rights. As a result, 2019 saw tentative legislation at 
federal and state level take on an increased focus upon AI in employment and hiring. 

1.  AI JOBS Act of 2019 

On 28 January 2019, the proposed AI JOBS Act of 2019 was introduced and, if enacted, would authorize 
the Department of Labor to work with businesses and education institutions in creating a report that 
analyses the future of AI and its impact on the American labor landscape.[185] Similar to H.R. 153, this 
bill indicates federal recognition of the threat the introduction of AI technology poses; however, there is 
no indication as to what actions the federal government might take in order to offer labor protection, and 
the bill has not progressed to date.  

2.  Workers’ Right to Training Act (S. 2468) 

On September 11, 2019, Sen. Brown (D-OH) introduced S. 2468, the “Workers’ Right to Training Act,” 
which would require employers to provide notice and training to employees whose jobs are in danger of 
being changed or replaced due to technology, and for other purposes.[186] “Technology” is defined in 
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the bill as including “automation, artificial intelligence, robotics, personal computing, information 
technology, and e-commerce.”[187] 

3.  Illinois AI Video Interview Act 

Employers have begun using AI-powered interview platforms—equipped with abilities such as 
sentiment analysis, facial recognition, video analytics, neural language processing, machine learning and 
speech recognition—that are capable of screening candidates against various parameters to assess 
competencies, experience and personality on the basis of hundreds of thousands of data points, and rank 
them against other candidates based on an “employability” score.[188] However, the lack of 
transparency resulting from the use of proprietary algorithms to hire and reject candidates has led to 
some regulatory pushback. 

In May 2019, the Illinois legislature unanimously passed H.B. 2557 (the “Artificial Intelligence Video 
Interview Act”), which governs the use of AI by employers when hiring candidates.[189] State Rep. 
Jaime Andrade Jr. (D), who co-sponsored the bill, noted that spoken accents or cultural differences could 
end up improperly warping the results of a video interview, and that people who declined to sit for the 
assessment could be unfairly punished by not being considered for the job.[190] On August 9, 2019, 
Governor J.B. Pritzker signed the Act into law, effective January 1, 2020. Under the Act, an employer 
using videotaped interviews when filling a position in Illinois may use AI to analyze the interview 
footage only if the employer: 

· Gives notice to the applicant that the videotaped interview may be analyzed using AI for purposes 
of evaluating the applicant’s fitness for the position. (A Senate floor amendment removed from 
the bill a requirement for written notice.) 

· Provides the applicant with an explanation of how the AI works and what characteristics it uses 
to evaluate applicants. 

· Obtains consent from the applicant to use AI for an analysis of the video interview. 

· Keeps video recordings confidential by sharing the videos only with persons whose expertise or 
technology is needed to evaluate the applicant, and destroying both the video and all copies 
within 30 days after an applicant requests such destruction. 

Illinois employers using such software will need to carefully consider how they are addressing the risk 
of AI-driven bias in their current operations, and whether hiring practices fall under the scope of the new 
law, which does not define “artificial intelligence,” what level of “explanation” is required, or whether 
it applies to employers seeking to fill a position in Illinois regardless of where the interview takes place. 
While the Illinois Act currently remains the only such law to date in the U.S., companies using automated 
technology in recruitment should expect that the increasing use of AI technology in recruitment is likely 
to lead to further regulatory proposals in due course.[191]  

_________________________ 
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